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Part 01 Concept



A derivative is a financial security with a value that is reliant upon or derived from, an underlying asset 
or group of assets. The derivative itself is a contract between two or more parties, and the derivative 
derives its price from fluctuations in the underlying asset.

WHAT IS A DERIVATIVE

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/security.asp
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“If any one owe a debt for a loan, and a storm prostrates the 
grain, or the harvest fail, or the grain does not grow for lack of 
water; in that year he need not give his creditor any grain, he 
washes his debt-tablet in water and pays no rent for the 
year.”

Babylon: 1792 to 1750 BC. Put option

Ancient Mesopotamia. Future delivery of grain contracts.

1400BC: cuneiform script.
● parties
● asset
● price
● date
● witnesses

The Cradle of Derivatives
Code of Hammurabi

Commercial role and State power



625 to 550 BC in Miletus

Olive harvest

Call  option. “Right but not the 
obligation·

Premium and fortune

Derivatives Designed by Greek Philosophers
Aristotle’s Politics and Thales



Late Roman Republic: Pompey allows contracts for period of 
years

2nd Century AD, Roman law: promise for future delivery of 
goods at the delivery date VS purchase of “expectancy”

Enforcing the intentions of both parts

Influence: Continental Europe, UK, USA

The Influence of Roman Law on Derivatives



10th Century: “commanda” and Italian merchants
 = commodity forward contracts and venturers

13th Century. Monti shares: repayment of governments in 
the future and Italian merchant cities.

● Good/services VS cash
● contract markets

Bills of exchange, different
● location
● currency
● date

The role of the Church

Derivatives in the Middle Ages



Bills of exchange/Options
● quality and delivery dates
● agreed conditions
● pay a fixed fee instead of taking the delivery

Charles V 1537-1539: transferability of the bills of 
exchange

Leverage! Banned in 1541
But: Hamburg, Rouen and Amsterdam

1585 Arrival of Spanish = Amsterdam
1602 Dutch East India Company: transferable shares 
(sold for cash OR for term)

Development of Derivatives in the Low Countries
Antwerp



17th Century Osaka
● rice bills as forward contracts
● Samurai and credits from merchants

Last decade 17th Shogun: banning
● 1697 Dojima Rice Exchange
● 1715 authorisation by the Shogun
● 1730 registration, licence and annual fee

Clearinghouses + credit lines

mid-1700s: 110.000 bales VS 30.000 bales
● intervention of the Shogunate
● deficit financing bills - Shogunate-backed bonds

Dojima Rice Exchange



1.- Maritime trade

2.- English law: negotiability of bills of exchange (after 
200 years of Charles V)

3.- South Sea Bubble
● South America Spanish colonies
● 1720 Parliament’s prohibition
● Crisis

10-20% issue price; losing the premium

England Catching Up with Derivatives
London



Forward contracts: “to-arrive contracts”

Volatility of the grain prices

1858 Classification and Certification of the grain

From 1865. 3 major changes
1. Areas for future contracts on agricultural 

commodities
2. Standardization: quality, quantity, time and place of 

delivery + Clearinghouse to reduce the counterpart 
risks

3. Introduction of a margining system

First Derivatives Exchange in the USA
Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT)



● computers and finance
● lenient regulations

Chicago Mercantile Exchange: future contracts
● 1975: first interest rate futures contracts

Early 1980s: Financial innovations in OTCs
1991 OTC already surpassed exchanged-traded 
derivatives

90s modern credit default swaps
2000 subprime crisis...

Financial Innovation and the Rise of Modern OTC Derivatives
USA
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developed to secure the supply of 
commodities both in time and geographical 

distance as well as to protect against changes 
in prices and to mitigate risks

First derivatives
to obtain funds for their expeditions
An instrument for “venturers”

to insure themselves against a crop failure

An instrument for farmers
to raise money

 An instrument for governments and 
churches

to finance their future commercial activities

An instrument for merchants
Governments had to step in to protect consumers and 
investors and to mitigate systemic risk. Regulations 
prohibited some forms of derivatives or restricted their 
use and introduced tight supervision.

REGULATION

CONCLUSION
History of Derivatives



Part 03 Types



Futures / Forwards
A forward/future contract is an agreement to buy and sell an asset at a specific price at a future date 
(maturity date). Obligation of buying or selling an underlying asset (commodity, stock, index, etc.) in the 
future.

Future price > Liquidation price = Loss
Future price < Liquidation price = Profit

Future price < Liquidation price = Loss
Future price > Liquidation price = Profit



Exchange traded

FORWARDS VS FUTURES

Private contract 
between 2 parties

Standard contractNon-standard contract

Some credit risk Virtually no credit risk - Guarantees

Range of delivery dates1 specified delivery date



● Traded both on exchanges and OTC

● Types of options: Call/Put

A call option gives holder the right to buy the underlying asset by a 

certain date for a certain price

 A put option gives holder the right to sell the underlying asset by a 
certain date for a certain price

● The price is known as exercise price/strike price, the date in the contract 
is known as the expiration date or maturity 

● An European option can be exercised only at the end of its life
An American option can be exercised at any time before maturity

Options



● Four option positions: Long call/ Long put/ Short call/ Short put
For example: A long call is when someone buying an opportunity to 
buy something at a certain price; A short call is when someone is 
selling an opportunity to buy something at a certain price. Such 
practice can be considered as a constant-sum game where the seller’s 
profit is the loss of the buyer of the option

● Underlying asset: stocks, foreign currency, index, future etc.
● There is a margin requirement when a trader has an obligation to 

close out the position by buying it back in the future



If K is the strike price and St 
is terminal stock price, a long 
position European call option 
payoff is max(St-K, 0)--- 
shown in graph (a)

where a short call has a pay 
off of min(K-St, 0) Call option 
will only be exercised when 
the stock price is greater than 
the strike price. --- shown in 
graph (b)

Understanding how options work





● A swap is an agreement between two counterparties to exchange 
financial instruments for a certain time

● Swaps can be used to transform a liability, the nature of an asset etc.
● LIBOR: the floating rate in most interest rate swap agreements is the 

London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR). It is the rate at which a AA-rate 
bank can borrow money from other banks.

● Sometimes, people have comparative advantages--- fixed & floating

Swaps



Part 04 Importance & Uses



1

2

3

Hedgers

The use of derivatives

Speculators

Arbitragers

Reduce risk, fix a price

Wish to take a 
position---bet up/down

Locking in a riskless profit by 
simultaneously entering into 
transactions in two or more 
markets



Part 05 Bad practices



Created in 2007, 
SCP earned in 
2009 $1 bn.

Offset JPMorgan 
Credit risk = credit 
default swaps 
(short/long 
positions)

Due to positive 
prospects, the firm 
decides to reduce its 
RWA.
CIO - Ina Drew 
would unwind 
positions to reduce 
RWA

-$100M losses
Chief trader (Artajo) 
assures SCP’s 
positive condition to 
afford events of 
corporate default
Traders take long 
positions in 
exchange of 
premium

-$718M losses.
Now traders essay 
to take short 
positions to hedge 
against long 
positions, which 
make the product 
complex
Ina Drew closes 
division

-$2bn with a -6bn 
cumulative losses to 
reduce SCP risk
London traders are 
fired
CIO resigns.
Reckless reporting
Obsolete models 
(VaR)

Dec. 
2011

Jan. 
2012

Febr. 
2012

March 
2012

May 
2012

THE LONDON WHALE CASE



THANK YOU
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